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Voss’s Garden
Centennial Park, Sydney 1998

Centennial Park is Sydney’s premier public park. In 1900 the picturesque park was the setting for the inaugural celebrations of the birth
of Australia, a nation formed from an amalgamation of the colonies
of Western Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, and
South Australia. In 1998 an open design competition called upon
landscape architects to symbolically commemorate the nation’s
centenary at its ceremonial birthplace and simultaneously improve a
degraded corner of the park.
In addition to using the languages of landscape design to edify the
nation, competitors were also asked to address the site’s ecology as
the head of a large water catchment. Our solution to these symbolic
and pragmatic conditions was to locate a 50-by-50-meter enclosed
garden (hortus conclusus) as a rarefied, allegorical space in the midst
of an island, around which the entire site was devoted exclusively
to an artificial wetland designed to filter the water from the park’s
larger catchments.
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The Garden

In Australia, an enclosed manicured garden is a potent symbol of
Christian colonialism and contemporary suburbia. In trying to
embody the contradictions of Australia through the agency of the
garden, we wanted first to build a perfect and puritanical version of
a western European Christian garden, and then undermine it. That
is, after setting out the traditional locus of an orthogonally organized and clearly framed garden, rather than placing a fountain or a
tree at its center, we have carved out an 8-meter-wide hole.
The hole in the center of the garden is a finely stepped sculptural
form made from an accurate CAD (computer-aided design) contour
model of a part of the ranges in the real, central Australian landscape. The landform from central Australia has thus been scaled and
inverted beneath the surface area of the garden, so as to leave a negative impression. The hole in the center of the garden can be understood as an absence, even a grave, but so, too, it is a crucible.
In this sense the broader sublime landscape is folded into the confine
of the garden within the park. Symbolically this is to carve out a
space in Christian accounts of Genesis as personified by the garden,
eroding it with the forms of a landscape that indigenous people perceive as traces of a different creation.

expected us to negotiate are placed into the laps of strangers, who,
even if at opposite ends of the table, will have trouble ignoring one
another. Additionally, to satisfy the brief’s desire for botanic representation, a long planting bed contains a transect of species endemic
to this landscape.
The giardino segreto of the project is a soundscape, an aural landscape
architecture, orchestrated by the artist and writer Paul Carter.
Along anastomotic paths that wander with calligraphic abandon out
of the garden into the wetland, Carter proposes to weave site-specific sounds and texts which offer subtexts to the official tones of
Federation celebrations.
Finally, the garden draws its name from the novel Voss by the Australian writer Patrick White, who lived directly adjacent to the site
in question. Also, Voss, the central character of the book, which is
based on the life of the explorer Ludwig Leichardt, makes an epic
journey from the Australian coast into the desert and ultimately to
his own psychological and physical oblivion.

This new axis mundi of the garden is formed in raku clay and fired in
situ for three days so that a rich array of glazes is baked into its surface. The hole can contain a shallow pool of water or be drained and
used as a fireplace.
In the expectation that this well-turfed open space in the center of
the island becomes a destination, the garden includes an outdoor
kitchen and wooden banquet table. The table is 72 meters long,
specifically so as to comfortably seat 273 people–the number of different cultures currently coexisting in Australia. At the table, the
big, abstract themes of national identity that this design competition
Model by Stephen Vigilante.
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Kitchen
Shade Structure
Pine Banquet Table
Botanic Time Line (Ha Ha)
Xanthorrhoea australis
Fireplace
Grass Terraces
Tidal Pool
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The Wetland
The wetland surrounding the island is formed by cut, and the island
is formed by fill. Following specifications from the University of
Western Australia’s Centre for Water Research, the wetland is a
serious attempt to design a landscape system that would effectively
cleanse the water before it leaves the site and enters Botany Bay, an
area already suffering high levels of water-borne pollutants.
Along the northern edge of the design, the water from the park’s
broader catchment is collected and then dispersed along a 350-meter
trough. According to an even distribution, the water slowly filters
out and begins to trickle over undulating linear earthworks in
which formal bands of wetland plants are cultivated. Viewed from
surrounding park, the grasses of the wetland appear en masse as a
naturalistic swampland, recalling the original character of this site.
From side and interior views, however, the design reveals itself as a
mechanistic filter.
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The Tidal Pool

In the wetland, at the edge of the island, is also proposed a water
feature based on the lunar calendar. This embodiment of the moon
and its cycles is something we have wanted to build for a long time
and appears in other projects (see the Memorial to Fallen Bodies,
p. 124). The terraced pool mimics the appearance of the moon in
the sky by an ebb and flow of water over its elliptical terraces. It is
a gravitational point in our overall scheme, heralding water as the
site’s most distinctive feature.
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But what has it to do with Australian Federation? The moon landing
was perhaps this century’s most humbling and ennobling event–not
only because of the technological prowess needed to get there but
because of the views back to our earth, views of a fragile ecosystem
transcending nationalism. So while our work is specific to Australian
history and identity, the water body implies global culture. Indeed,
this project is saying that a nation that celebrates its founding, both
by focusing on its own internal contradictions and simultaneously
transcending its national boundaries, is surely a nation suited to the
twenty-first century.
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Reconciliation Place

and limestone as is the case if one takes a geological transect across
Australia.

Canberra 2001

“Reconciliation” is the rubric of race relations in Australia. As a historical theme and a political process, reconciliation is the most vexed
issue in Australian cultural life today, an issue fraught with shame,
misunderstanding, and fundamental political differences. It seems
the nation’s sense of self depends upon how, or even if, reconciliation
unfolds.
Reconciliation Place, a design competition in Canberra (the nation’s
capital) for the creation of a place that would be part of this unfolding, was quickly criticized as mere symbolism. True enough; yet, in
the nation’s capital, on the grand, main axis to its Parliament, adjacent to the High Court, the National Library, and the National Art
Gallery, symbolism matters.
Fundamental to the complex process of reconciliation is the simple
fact that both indigenous and nonindigenous cultural histories are
passionately vested in the land and that the nation’s moral, spiritual,
and ecological future depends largely on its shared management. In
wanting to provide a profoundly simple and resonant embodiment
of the land as common ground, we found ourselves returning to our
propositions for the Potsdamer Platz and the Spreebogen.

As is also the case with the Australian landmass, in this designed
microcosm the spectrum shifts to deep red earths in the center.
There a preordained ramp from the recently constructed Commonwealth Place on Lake Burley Griffin arrives at Reconciliation Place.
Our scheme neatly represents a semantic shift from Commonwealth
Place to Common Ground, a shift from colonial to postcolonial. The
proposed Common Ground must be traversed no matter which of the
several circulation routes one takes through the site in order to reach
the adjoining National Library, High Court, and National Gallery.
Two long, dark axes lead to Reconciliation Place from either direction.
The process of collecting the soil samples is to be a rich story of reconciliation in itself. All Australians are represented by the samples,
and every sample must only be gained with permission from traditional Aboriginal custodians and negotiated as to where the earth is
best taken from and in what manner this is done. In this sense the
nationwide process necessary to make Reconciliation Place symbolically reproaches a history of taking and abusing land. The process of
making Reconciliation Place will be documented and exhibited in
two pavilions at either end of the site.
This design for Reconciliation Place is potentially rich in story and
simple in form.

That is, set out in a space 30 meters wide and 130 meters long across
the main axis of Canberra are samples of the 150 different soils that
make up the landmass of Australia. The soils, sands, and gravels are
mixed with a polymer to form a durable, secure, and multifunctional
surface. The rich array of textures and colors presents an ecological and cultural spectrum, the bedrock and topsoil of a nation. The
spectrum of earth concludes at either end with coastal sandstone
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Federation Garden
Sydney 2001

On the occasion of Australia’s Federation celebrations and commissioned by the New South Wales Historic Houses Trust, this
design competition called for landscape designs which would not
only express Australia’s sociopolitical history but also reorganize
a neglected area of the hallowed grounds of Sydney’s Government
House, the residence of the governor of New South Wales.
The winning idea is this.
The scheme threads a new picturesque circuit through the site.
Interrupting this picturesque route is a large granite slab tilted up
out of the ground. From under the slab a fine rill of water flows off
into the distance and disappears behind some trees and shrubs. Upon
the surface of the slab is a brass plaque explaining that visitors should
follow the flow of water and that it will lead into a secret garden.
The secret garden is a simple “green room,” 8 by 8 meters square,
made from high, thick hedges. Parts of the room’s green walls can
be adjusted, and fiber optics convert it into a luminous lantern at
night.

The plaque also briefly explains that the simple action of selecting
a pebble recalls the ancient Greek method of voting on the issues of
the day. One might also note that the urns containing the black and
white pebbles sit in squares of terra-cotta fragments. These fragments (ostroika) are the same as those upon which the Greeks would
inscribe the name of a political figure to be ostracized from the polis.
For those wishing to stay after they have “cast their vote,” there is
a 7-meter-long solid stone seat. The seat is made by selecting the
highest quality stone from each state and territory of Australia and
then joining them exactly according to the shapes by which the
states and territories are joined on a map of Australia. Visitors then
leave the garden by a small gap in the hedges and continue on their
picturesque circuit.
This small intervention in Sydney’s Government House not only recalls Western political traditions and reminds visitors that Australia
was formed mainly by the vote, not violence, but it is also mindful
of the fact that indigenous Australians were ostracized from the
political processes of much of the history of our first hundred years
of Federation. Moreover, the design continues a tradition of classical
references in gardenesque antipodean follies and revisits the garden
as a site of moral coding and choice.

At the entrance to the room are two large (Grecian) urns; one is full
of black pebbles and the other full of white ones. The plaque invites
visitors to select a black or white pebble and enter the green room.
The plaque suggests they throw their chosen pebble into a large pool
of water, as in a wishing well. The water from the rill that leads to
the garden spills into this pool.
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Government House
Federation Garden water source and text
Federation Garden
Proposed garden circuit and mass planting
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1. Bronze water rill set in stone in
decomposed granite path
2. Bronze urns containing black and
white pebbles standing on sandstone
pedestals in squares of terracotta
fragments
3. Mature hedge walls
4. Seat comprised of stone from each
Australian state and territory
5. Bronze and black granite wishing
well
6. Steps to broader garden circuit
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The National Museum of Australia
Canberra 1997–2001

In association with the architects Ashton Raggatt McDougall (ARM)
and Robert Peck von Hartel Trethowan, Room 4.1.3 won the competition for the National Museum of Australia and the Australian
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AITSIS)
sited on the Acton Peninsula in Canberra, in 1997. Completed on
budget and on time, the project was opened in May 2001 by the
prime minister of Australia, John Howard. The project has caused
considerable controversy.
Introduction

Prominent projects such as national museums are expected to be
educational narratives, tourist attractions, academic texts, and
crystallizations of contemporary design discourse. Something for
everyone, they are also self-consciously set down for posterity and
must at some level engage with the aesthetic and ideological risks of
national edification.
This national museum’s thematic trinity is Land, People, and Nation.
In popular culture, economy, and the fine arts, Australians have
drawn on landscape as the prime referent for their identity. How
this will continue to be so is dependant upon the landscape(s) Australians decide to construct in the light and shadow of rubrics such
as postcolonialism, environmentalism, and globalism, an emergent
triad that will surely dominate the next century of Federation. In
short, the landscape is no longer a given–it is by design. Landscape
architecture then should be expected to speak to us of these shifting conditions. Indeed, Land, People, and Nation can no longer be
approached reductively.
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View of the National Museum of Australia sited on the Acton Peninsula, Lake Burley Grifﬁn, Canberra, Australia.
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In retrospect, we have learned that the creation of Australia began
not with seamless mapping, but with an almost impossible superimposition of old world landscape mirages on strange terrain. For
some, the strange was not sublime or noble, but monstrous. Hence
the Aborigines, in resisting the impossible social contract they were
presented, were cast outside the economy of salvation. Eyes versed
in the picturesque simply could not “see” the landscape and its original people.1
The project of European modernity suddenly and violently collided
with the deep time and vast space of Australia in 1788. Ever since,
compromises have been hard won. Now, insofar as Australia is technologically managed and aesthetically known, it has been made into
a garden, that is, domestic space. It follows, then, that the popular
Australian euphemism for blissful ignorance “not in my backyard” is
not a model of twenty-first century citizenship, something a trip to
the museum will confirm.
Not only is Australia domesticated in the sense that technology can
scan all terrain, but more so in the sense that the domestic is a condition characterized by repression or fear of the other. Indigenous
culture, guardian of a vast ancient archive of maps interweaving
every detail of Australia into a flow of spirit, was temporarily
written out of history, effectively banished from the garden. This
uncanny reenactment of Christian lore coincides with the notion that
there must have been a second creation, for otherwise how could
Australia possibly have been so monstrously different from Europe.
Now the mute, blank page of terra nullius (the legal doctrine of an
empty place prior to British colonization) suddenly becomes blotting
paper, and the bloodstains of history take form.2
In the vernacular the land is simplified and mythologized as beach,
suburbia, city, bush, and outback. However, recent maps show complex mosaics of bioregions while others show the wandering lines
of more than three hundred Aboriginal nations. Both significantly
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complicate the nation’s relatively simple cartographic self-image.
Furthermore, contemporary Australia is an amalgam of more than
two hundred cultures which have coalesced here in greatest numbers
during the calamitous course of the twentieth century.
At the close of this century in a nation of such exemplary diversity,
networked into a global sense of the local, one wonders to what
extent the Australian landscape can continue as a stable or preeminent register of immigrant identities? Nonetheless, all immigrants
adopt the new country and therefore inherit its cultural and natural
history, which is to say they inherit the landscape and its meanings.
Even if the land is no longer a stable reflection of our progress and
fewer people actually work the soil, the nation’s grounding in ecological and metaphysical terms will remain considerably landscape
based for several reasons.
First, the presence of landscape no matter where one is in Australia
is strong. It leaks through large gaps in most Australian efforts at
town planning. This presence also bears deep time and its ghosts.
Second, Australian history is, if not a sociopolitical epic, then certainly a monumental collision of modernity and environment, so any
future history is constructed upon that ubiquitous ecological condition. This is also aesthetic, for the shrapnel is everywhere. Australian developments seem out of place, unlike in Europe where culture
and nature appear on the surface to have resolved their differences in
the acquiescence of the garden.
Third, much of Australia’s ways of life are bound into the vigorous
use of open space. It is an outdoors nation with a healthy disrespect
for architectural enclosure and its authority, with a love of its more
picturesque settings only surpassed by the devotion applied to its
private gardens. Indeed, many mistakenly think a backyard is a
birthright.
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Fourth, Australia’s ecosystems are ravaged, its farms exhausted, and
its cities have spread too far to make sense. The equation of people
to place is now unbalanced. It is well known and well documented
that the Australian landscape mocks settlement and quietly destroys
those who break its rules. Environmental metaphors tend to victimize “nature” or see it fighting back, but in Australia the land simply
salinates and slips into oblivion.
Finally, white and black Australia can reconcile only where land is
involved.
Thus the nation’s fate will continue to be bound up in how it legislates, manages, and represents its various landscapes and built
environments. The manner in which this is conducted is in no small
part dependent on how the nation represents and confronts its history. If the landscape is to be an honest register of identity, then the
ground needs to be constantly scrutinized and rewritten. Shifting
cultural constructions of landscape need be ongoing, for otherwise
lies become truths. The design for the landscape and architecture of
the National Museum of Australia has been concerned to creatively
embody shifting cultural constructions of landscape and identity.

Map of Aboriginal Australia according to the linguistic boundaries of indigenous Australians prior to white settlement. This map is
largely based on the research of Norman B. Tindale. Map created
by David R. Horton, published by Aboriginal Studies Press, AIATSIS, Canberra. (This map indicates only the general location of
larger groupings of people, which may include smaller groups such
as clans, dialects, or individual languages in a group. Boundaries are not intended to be exact. For more information about the
groups of people in a particular region contact the relevant land
councils.)

Canberra

Canberra is affected by two landscape styles, both of which are key
signatures of power. One is traceable to the British picturesque,
whereby the small prototypes of places like Stourhead have been
writ large in the artifice of Lake Burley Griffin and the placement of
buildings within landscape “scenes” that mark out a nationalist narrative. The second style is that of the Cartesian, whereby strict axial
structures such as found in Versailles and Washington literally direct
the city of Canberra toward major local landscape features. Not
only that, the axes emanating from the Federal Parliament (Capitol
Hill) in Canberra were also intended to align with the nation’s other
far-flung state capitals (Perth, Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne, and
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Diagram showing the axes of Walter Burley Grifﬁn’s master plan
radiating out from Capitol Hill toward the nation’s state capitals.
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Hobart), in this sense inscribing a (meta)physical geomancy out from
the nation’s prosthetic heart.
If Walter Burley Griffin sought the best of British in elevation, and
the best of the French in plan, then he was also obsessed with the
indigenous landscape, although it was to remain as a backdrop to
Australia’s continued allegiance to the Crown (England). Griffin’s
Canberra, set out in 1912, is a stiff but nonetheless grand attempt at
a synthesis of the three, an inspired effort to interweave the warps
and wefts of urban structure with the existing topography.3
For Griffin this may have constituted a grand dialectic with a view to
achieving a higher synthesis between culture and nature, the nation
and its landscape, the old world and the new. But now, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the awesome Australian landscape,
which he wanted the nation to kneel before, is somewhat harder to
romanticize as capable of redeeming modernity’s spiritual exhaustion or correcting its technological excesses.

The guidelines from the initial brief for the museum which extend
Grifﬁn’s geomancy so as to cross the Acton Peninsula.

Bending the Rules

The brief for the design of the National Museum provided a neat
diagram of how one could symmetrically extend Griffin’s existing
mandala so that it would provide straight guidelines for the new
developments on the Acton Peninsula. As an initial design generator,
these axes have been playfully bent, stretched, and knotted into one
another.4
The notion of the knot, or just the idea of a single straight line being
turned into a tangle, lends itself to metaphor and rhetoric. Indeed, a
line looping back onto itself can be understood as denoting a condition of feedback, a process crucial to the self-organizing of complex
systems. This is contrary to the linear logic of trajectory described by
the mechanics of ballistics which organized landscape designs such as
the infamous Versailles. Furthermore, as Howard Raggatt, architect
and principal of ARM, has elsewhere commented, a knotted line
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Federation Square. Ashton Raggatt McDougall in association
with Room 4.1.3. Courtesy of Ashton Raggatt McDougall.
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returning and bending back upon itself traces a dance rather than the
straight line’s march of progress. This teasing of intersecting axes is
also to approach modernity at its profane center, the intersection of
X and Y axes, the graticule that binds the Cartesian matrix.
If this manipulation of straight lines into wandering tangled forms
posits architecture as knot then it follows that landscape can be
thought of as an extended fabric, a conversation ARM and Room
4.1.3 began back at Federation Square in 1997. To think of architecture as knot and landscape as fabric is to reimagine architecture
and landscape as coextensive rather than emblems of culture and
nature juxtaposed.5 It is common parlance to speak of urban fabric,
and so designed places, especially cultural clots like museums, can
be understood as complex knots (built and semiotic), intensifications emerging from the material and immaterial fabric of the
broader landscape. The metaphors of knot and fabric also served our
purposes of moving beyond the normative Canberran typology of
architecture as a monumental modernist object set in an aloof spread
of grass and trees, a forlorn apologia for arcadia, something not dissimilar to what one finds in Washington, D.C.

Ashton Raggatt McDougal, the architects of the National
Museum used boolean threads to organize and carve through
architectural blocks. Courtesy of Ashton Raggatt McDougall.

The warp and weft of these metaphorical moves also sidestep the
Australian vernacular impasse of architecture and landscape cojoining only in the form of well-crafted hut lightly poised in a bush
setting, a previous and, for many, a more appropriate symbolic
incarnation of this national institution.6 Indeed, it is the kangaroolike master of “touching the earth lightly,” Glenn Murcutt, who
generically represents Australian design internationally; yet it is
ARM and Room 4.1.3 who, in building this museum, make “Australia” somewhat harder to package.
The weaving of axes that underpins the site planning of the National
Museum generates a series of loops that become guidelines to configure the buildings and landscape spaces for the new institutions to
be sited on the Acton Peninsula. These curving, interwoven lines,
View inside the Great Hall, the entrance space to the National
Museum of Australia. Courtesy of Ashton Raggatt McDougall.
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now a consistent part of Ashton Raggatt McDougall’s repertoire,
are, at face value, naïve swirls, but when manipulated to create
solids and voids in computer-aided design programs, they become
difficult Boolean configurations. The wandering lines of the scheme,
then, are not crafted mimicry of some visible aspect of nature, nor
tracings of Hogarth’s Line of Beauty; rather, they are generated and
knotted by the algebraic logic of computation that is used to model
non-Euclidean geometry.
The negative spaces and scars left by the movement of the Boolean
threads through solid blocks of architectural matter are, in some
moments, beautiful (if such a word can apply to this project). To
enter the museum’s Great Hall is to enter an extraordinarily grotto,
one that owes its construction to the computer. The creation of
space by such subtraction positions architecture as a trace of larger
invisible forces, a traditional Western fantasy but also a distant
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reminder that, for indigenous Australians, the actual landscape is a
sculpted residue of events played out by mythic beings.
Calligraphy of the In Between

At Versailles, the main axis connected monarch and infinity; in
Griffin’s Canberra the axes connect the nation’s state capitals with
the federal center. As if to write further into Griffin’s orientations,
we have inscribed a new axis 6 meters wide and 300 meters long
across the Acton Peninsula. This new axis is orientated toward
Uluru, known otherwise as Ayer’s Rock, a geological tourist attraction marking the metaphoric center of Australia.7 Operating across a
range of levels, Uluru operates in contemporary culture as a potent
shared symbol. Uluru, a cliché for good reason, is a powerful carrier
of meaning, a site of pilgrimage, politics, and taboo.
This inscription of an axis to what was otherwise turbulence leads
the imagination along well trodden historic and contemporary quests
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to find the heart and soul of Australia.8 More than just a parched
romance with Australia’s interior, the Uluru axis brings the ancient
center of the country into conversation with the nation’s coastal
political and bureaucratic headquarters, the icon of which is Parliament House. The dialectical conditions, which the axis refers to, are
simply that Canberra is culture and the desert is nature. Canberra
is monumental architecture and the desert is monumental geology.
Canberra is political center and Uluru is political periphery. Canberra is, in fact, constitutional monarchy and the desert is Aboriginal
law. Canberra is reason and the desert is mysticism. Canberra is picturesque and the desert is sublime. Uluru can signify a dream(ing)
of spiritual kinship, and Parliament House can signify the dream
of democratic modernity. Uluru cannot be seen from the site, so
one expects the axis to gain a reputation and to incite by name the
association of the nation’s two most significant natural and cultural
monuments.
The Uluru axis (in red) links Canberra near the coast and the central
Australian deserts.
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However, while linking opposite ends, an axis only really ensures
a duality making nothing of it. To look at the master plan for the
peninsula is to notice that the axis is partially effaced and explored
by the invisible and visible Boolean threads, which guide the whole
project. In plan the whole museum complex can be seen as a knot in
the midst of the axis which reaches from the end to the beginning
of the peninsula, from Uluru to Parliament House. The two institutions, the National Museum and the AIATSIS, that share the peninsula are thus positioned as occupying a physical and conceptual space
enframed by dialectics but increasingly hybridized and emergent. In
this sense, the Uluru axis, and the knotted configuration of buildings over and across it, symbolically tease out a path of Australia’s
introspection upon the cultural contradictions of its own history, an
introspection now overshadowing the dialectic of colony and motherland, which framed much of Australia’s previous history.
The most obvious signature of all this is the logo of the project, a 30meter-high pixelated loop designed by the architects as the entrance
feature of the museum. This giant loop, one of many Boolean
threads that carve out the museum’s architectural spaces, aligns with
and can be read as an extension of the Uluru axis. After completing
its carnivalesque loop, the Boolean thread hints at its larger abstract
role by slicing off a portion of the main entrance and then literally
disappearing into the sky. From then on we see only the leftovers of
its flight through the blocks of architecture that house the museum.
Unlike normal axes, which fade into perspective or fix a monument,
the other end of the Uluru axis, while oriented toward the heart of
the country, rises up and peels back on itself.
The Uluru axis aligns the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Studies. The AIATSIS building personifies the
architect’s reputation for appropriation and reference by copying
the façade of Parliament House and attaching to that a black copy
of Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye. ARM has long argued that a valid,
indeed critical, method for making architecture from the periphery
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of the design world is to appropriate masterpieces and conscientiously morph and misread them in the process. Suddenly, AIATSIS
is part of twentieth-century highbrow architectural history and
also waves a red flag at conservative white Australian politics. Most
controversially, ARM has also used Daniel Libeskind’s extension to
the Berlin Museum (known colloquially as the Holocaust museum)
as a base map for a building entitled the Gallery of First Australians,
a part of the National Museum containing the world’s best collection of indigenous Australian artifacts. This black and somewhat
distorted version of Libeskind’s Berlin Museum constitutes almost
half of the National Museum’s floor space and demarcates one side
of the Garden of Australian Dreams, to which we will shortly come.
Reported variously as a scandalous conflation of European history
with the history of Australia’s race relations such loaded symbolism
is not so interested in stirring journalistic controversy as it is in testing the limits of authorship, originality and architectural signage.
Amy Thorpe reads it correctly when she explains that, although
based on appropriation, “the resultant works are still in a sense
original, creative, and authentic, but not in the traditional definition.
Originality and authenticity are replaced by a reworked originality
and authenticity of manipulation.” 9 For its part, the landscape architecture of the National Museum utilizes similar techniques, invoking
a tangle of referential connections, which tie together in the museum’s central open space, the Garden of Australian Dreams.
The Garden of Australian Dreams

The Garden of Australian Dreams is not a verdant horticultural
design, nor is it a set design of a “dreamscape.” It is a map of Australia upon which the public can walk and read interwoven layers
of information. The surface of the Garden of Australian Dreams is
a richly patterned and written concrete surface, made to look like
folded paper or printed fabric.
Pensively linked buildings devoted to white and black histories of
Australia surround the garden’s elliptical domain, and the map sur-
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face stretches across to connect the two. Consequently, the garden
takes on the allegorical role of representing and interweaving both
the “Great Australian Dream,” the ideal of acquiring a cornucopian
suburban property, with the Aboriginal “Dreaming,” a mystical
system of mapping and a comprehensive set of creation myths vested
in landscape. Both are landscape-based mythologies concerned with
defining boundaries and kinship. Both are profound systems of orientation.
The garden does not, however, just accumulate artifacts that represent these two worldviews; rather, it makes a claim for a shared
national cartography by overlaying and interweaving Aboriginal and
English maps of the country. The two main maps used are a standard
English-language map of Australia (which reveals virtually no traditional Aboriginal presence) and David Horton’s map of the linguistic
boundaries of indigenous Australia, which reveals Australia as a complex mosaic of more than three hundred Aboriginal tribes or nations
but bears no evidence of contemporary Australia.
Instruments of power seminal to the colonial project, maps are currently Australia’s most contested symbolic terrains, and politicians
have been seen waving them in frustration on national television as
Australia fights to reconcile its history by undoing the legal fiction
of terra nullius, the fallacious yet convenient doctrine that Australia
was an empty place upon British settlement, and work through the
consequences of recognizing native title to land.
Other mapping information used to form the surface of the garden
includes vegetation, soil and geology maps, electoral boundaries,
maps of Australia’s history of exploration, a weather map taken from
Australia Day 1998, a Japanese tourist map, and various cartographic
oddities such as the Dingo Fence and the Pope’s Line. The Dingo
Fence is the world’s longest continuous structure and runs from the
South Australian coast to the Queensland Coast–a few thousand
kilometers of fencing to prevent wild dogs moving east. The “Pope’s
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Plan of the Garden of Australian Dreams.
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Line” is the colloquial expression for the Western Australian border,
traceable to a line inscribed on a globe by the pope in 1494 to divide
Spanish and Portuguese interests in world trade.10 Some information
from sites distant from the actual landmass of Australia such as a
map of Gallipoli, where Australian blood was sacrificed to nationhood in World War I, is also included. Laid over all this information
are two grids: the Mercator, binding the Australian continent to
the world, and a local survey grid binding design ideas to design
construction. Finally, in addition to maps, the word home has been
translated into the many languages spoken in contemporary Australia
and written intermittently across the surface of the whole map.
The notion of making a landscape design as a map obviously suits
the idea of a garden at a national museum within the context of the
nation’s political and bureaucratic center, since it abstractly compresses all of Australia into its paper trails. Our interest in maps,
however, stems from their representational agency, their enigmatic
location between the real and the virtual. Denis Cosgrove, who,
along with James Corner, has focused our attention on this enigma
explains that “maps are troubling. Their apparent stability and their
aesthetics of closure and finality dissolve with but a little reflection
in to recognition of their partiality and provisionality, their embodiment of intention, their imaginative and creative capabilities, their
mythical qualities, their appeal to reverie, their ability to record and
stimulate anxiety, their silences and their powers of deception.” 11
The mapped surface provides a continuous ground sheet, but it is not
always flat. In part, the ground rises up as a landform stretching the
map over its topography, encouraging visitors to break from a passive
walk through a museum and clamber up the map’s slopes and folds to
gain panoramic views in all directions across the garden. This landform also affords a tunnel underneath, so that in one brief passage
visitors can pass under the layers of information which otherwise
riddle the entire surface of the space. In being other to the written
surface, the tunnel under the map lends itself to an aural interpreta-
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Plan of the Garden of Australian Dreams revealing the complexity of the ﬁnal mapped surface.
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tion of place and was designed with a soundscape from the writer
and composer Paul Carter in mind. To date the tunnel under the
map remains incomplete. Due to typical but unforeseen constraints,
the map’s topology and the tunnel entrances are also far from the
complex, fluid folds that we originally designed. The topography of
the garden was originally derived and abstracted from the landform
of Shrapnel Valley in Gallipoli, a site of bloodletting and one often
referred to as the birthplace of Australia as a nation.
The scale of the map is crucial, for to build a map at this size is to
bring the virtual convincingly into the real and conflate the two.
One footstep in this garden equates to 50 kilometers in the actual
landscape, and the map stretches for almost 80 meters across the
space of the garden, from Australia’s southern coast to its northern
interface with Asia. Inside the bubble of the equally graphic architecture, the garden space offers an uncanny virtual reality. The garden’s
aesthetic is intentionally one that tries to retain the artificiality of
the computer images produced prior to construction.
Although there are organic elements and materials, such as some
trees and water, the Garden of Australian Dreams is careful to mark
itself off from much landscape design by making no mimesis of
unmediated landscape. Rather, the garden re-presents copies of cultural artifacts, simulacra. It is concerned with the ways in which we
come to know and perceive landscape, rather than copying the visual
quality of real landscape. In this manner the garden turns attention
to the cultural construction of landscape, bringing modes of seeing,
mapping, and imaging the country into play.12
Signatures

A nation’s map is an official document, a kind of social contract, and
so it will often bear signatures of authority. Accordingly, the signature of Australia’s first prime minister, Edmund Barton, is writ large
on one arm of a large bright red X. It is (un)common knowledge that
many Aboriginal people signed (and still do sign) documents with an
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The X signature, upon which is also a copy of Edmund Barton’s
signature, the ﬁrst Prime Minister of Australia. Photo by John
Gollings.
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X. The X is a contradictory mark, an emblem of negation, but on a
legal document it suffices as a mark of agreement. Yet, if affirmative,
it is the signature of a nonidentity, one who most likely could not
read or write.13

memorates. Not only that, the other great “Yes” was in answer to a
referendum in 1967 when white Australians overwhelmingly agreed
that Aborigines, the owners of the country, should be allowed to
vote so as to determine its future.

The X is also a mark made by all Australians when they participate in
the democratic process and are asked to approve or deny a proposition being put forward by national referendum. The X is a “No” vote,
a denial of change, as has most often been the case in Australian
political history, although it was a “Yes” vote that formed the Australian Federation which the construction of this museum com-

Written across 70 meters of promenade at the northern water’s edge
of the garden is another signature, the word Australia. An “n” has
been added to Australia to imply a question or at least a difficult
adjective, and the word has been written in mirror image, half
in and half out of the water. The word has been forged from our
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Sir Sidney Nolan, DEATH OF CONSTABLE SCANLON (Ned Kelly series), 1954,
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra. Courtesy NGA.

View toward the camera obscura.
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Gordon Bennett, Myth of the Western Man (White Man’s Burden)
(1992)

Detail of T HE D OME (1997) by Jeffrey Smart (Sussan Corporation).
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national currency, extending a laconic tradition of Australian creativity based on forgery. Notably, Australia’s first government architect, Francis Greenway, and early colonial painters such as Thomas
Whatling and Joseph Lycett were convicted of forgery and hence
banished to Australia. Here their art remained at least derivative,
the latter straining to find the Claudian picturesque in the unruly
scribbles of the Australian landscape–a landscape that, as the poet
Marcus Clarke quipped, seemed to have been made by a nature just
learning to write.

From the outside, the camera obscura cubicle is designed to look like
the armor of Australia’s most infamous and beloved criminal, Ned
Kelly, who wore a metal mask to withstand sprays of police bullets.
The camera obscura has been modeled on the Australian painter
Sydney Nolan’s Kelly famous series of paintings, where we see
through Ned Kelly’s black helmet to clear blue sky. Not only that, in
Nolan’s series, the police are often painted upside down.
In addition to this, the garden contains references to several significant Australian painters. For example, Arthur Boyd’s penchant for
eucalyptus forests can be imagined in a stand of ghost gums planted

And so, from the museum’s entry concourse people can look down
at the water’s edge and read the word Australian reflected, whereas
shifting ground-level perspectives will offer oblique visions of
nonsensical scribble fading in to the distance. The capital letter
A that begins the nation’s title is scrawled across Cape York, the
northeastern landmass of Australia. Here on the map a large black
chunk of concrete bearing only the legal file number QC94/3 is
extruded. This land belongs to the Wik people and has been subject
to the nation’s most controversial legal arguments testing whether
Aboriginal native title over land can coexist with pastoral leases. For
now, white Australia has decided its identity and its land cannot be
confused by dual occupancy.
To further the themes of culturally constructing the landscape, a
camera obscura is situated in the center of the map near the tunnel.
The camera obscura is located where Uluru would appear on the
map, the megalithic icon to which the site planning of the museum
is directed in the real geography beyond the garden. The camera
obscura is designed as a metallic cubicle inside of which is a small
image of the outside view inverted on a screen, exactly what happens
on the human retina. To enter the camera obscura is, as René Descartes would have it, to enter one’s own head. The camera obscura
is one of the garden’s heavier elements, symbolically carrying five
hundred years of European vision and its associated dreamss of
objectivity and truth.
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Hartmann Schedel, “Antipode” (1493). Woodcut from L IBER CHRONICARUM (Nuremberg Chronicle). Courtesy of Mitchell Library, State
Library of New South Wales.

in one corner of the garden. Similarly, we are reminded of Arthur
Streeton’s fascination with lumber by a massive dead tree that has
fallen into the water. A grid of red and white surveyor’s poles intimates Jeffrey Smart’s spartan industrial landscapes, and the whole
map surface is reminiscent of Gordon Bennett’s postcolonial paintings, wherein similar strategies of appropriation are deployed.
Looking in a different direction, one notices an area of well-kept
grass, a small swimming pool, and a Phoenix canariensis (Canary
Island palm tree), lovely clichés of Australian suburbia. More than
just exhausted signs, these icons of suburbia can, to the educated
eye, connote a hortus conclusus, the paradise Australia was hoped to
be. The X signature cuts from the stand of ghost gums into the crisp
grass yard, marking a tension between indigenous identity and suburbia, crossing between the three paradises one finds in Australia:
The Honorable Gough Whitlam, AC, QC, former Australian Prime
Minister, in the Garden of Australian Dreams.
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Blue telegraph poles angled exactly as Pollock’s lines in his infamous painting BLUE POLES .
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View of the Dream Home, with a cut corner serving as an entrance.
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the one the indigenous Australians lost, the one imposed, and the
one we still imagine.
Fronting this grass allotment is a large white cube, an empty room
that we entitled the Dream Home. The client expected a roof and
therefore a function space, but the home is devoted to emptiness.
The Dream Home is obviously not a copy of a typical red-brick
Australian suburban home; rather, it is the living room (family and
dining room) of the interior of a typical house stripped bare. It is
also homage to Magritte, James Turrell, and Luis Barragan’s Garden
of the Trough in Mexico City.
The 8-meter white cube has an enormous door and a cut corner, a
monument to “cutting corners”–an Australian propensity for taking
shortcuts in whatever task is at hand. Inside the “living Room,”
soft furniture, not unlike that found in a padded cell, invites one
to lie down and daydream, taking in an unmitigated view into the
monumental Australian sky. Looking up, with all peripheral vision
blocked, one can imagine falling into the sky. Confounding its
Euclidean order, fractal clouds float into the frame of the white cube.

Amid the fray one remembers Jackson Pollock’s exclamation that he
did not paint nature because, rather, he was nature. It is along these
lines that our landscape architecture for the National Museum of
Australia is different from that of the National Gallery of Australia
on the other side of Lake Burley Griffin, where Pollock’s original
painting remains.
Apparently, during the design process of the National Museum of
Australia, some political figures were unimpressed by the Garden of
Australian Dreams and the blue poles in particular. The latter were
thought to be a clandestine monument to Gough Whitlam, the prime
minister at the time of the controversial purchase of the Pollock
painting.
A Controversial Garden?

Since opening in March 2001, the buildings and landscape of the
National Museum have created controversy and divided Australia’s
design community. While many appreciate the project’s vigilance
toward narrowing the gaps between concept and construction, they
also tend to recoil from its garish tones, its difficult composition of
incongruous elements, and its excess of signification.

Laughing at all this, on a small porch high on the façade of the
Dream Home is the garden’s proverbial gnome, an “Antipodean,” a
caricature of the monstrous creatures thought to populate the antipodes, a figment of the medieval European imagination.14
Eight blue painted poles, set according to the angles of Jackson Pollock’s painting Blue Poles, animate the space around the Dream Home.
Controversially, the painting by Pollock was acquired for a small fortune by the Australian (Labor) government on behalf of the taxpayer
for the National Gallery in the early 1970s. For some, the purchase
was a sign of that decade’s resurrected cultural patronage, for others
it was an obscene amount of money wasted on an incomprehensible
mess painted by a drunkard.
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Surprisingly, many intellectuals from across the arts and sciences
seem confused that the design mixes high and low culture and
philosophy with humor. They know it is no fool, but they worry
whether it is a clown or a scholar; whether it is beauty or the beast?
And what if it is both? These intellectual guardians also worry for
the public, who they say cannot possibly understand the esoteric
Esperanto that surrounds them. They worry that the poor souls
seem to like it and boisterously explore it.
We remain shocked that conservative critics so feverishly slander
the appearance of both the buildings and the landscape with almost
no regard for the serious and in parts beautiful ideas underpinning them. Where critics’ expressions of fear and loathing shift to
admonish the museum’s rough grain and use of ignoble materials,
they are, however, correct. Built too quickly and too cheaply, the
museum is decidedly better in photographs. Even in the third dimension much of it appears to remain in the second, as if the graphics
on the ground and the façades prefer the flatland of magazines and
computer screens–the realm of paper tigers from whence no one
expected us to escape.
For Australia’s design establishment, flabby in mind and body from
years of having it all to themselves, the architectural and landscape
architectural outpourings at the National Museum are a travesty
and a good reason not to hold open competitions. More specifically,
because the Garden of Australian Dreams refuses to pay mimetic
homage to the authentic landscape of this continent–the godhead of
nearly all work done here–it sits like a satanist in a church. For those
who can think their way out of romanticism’s landscape entrapment
and stomach its strange fruit, the whole museum is an unlikely looking masterpiece of critical regionalism perched precociously at the
edge of the international design world. Others, particularly younger
designers, draw strength from just the fact that a design team could
break through the labyrinth of bureaucratic checks and measures to
brazenly graffiti Canberra’s soporific shores.
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Something had to happen in Australia.
As the “flagship” for Australia’s centenary of federation, the museum’s provocative design came at a bad time. Just when everyone had
worked so hard during the Sydney Olympics to emit images to the
world of a reconciled nation set in nature’s wonderland, this refugee
wreck washes up on Lake Burley Griffin and begins transmitting
mixed messages. A golden bow in the day and a spectral dazzle at
night, it blinds those on the other side of the lake who cannot bear
to think they not only commissioned but approved it.
For the government and its intellectual apologists, the form of the
National Museum is one problem, but the content is another. The
exhibitions, which purport to tell the stories of Australia, cannot
withdraw into abstraction like buildings and landscapes, and so
they stand charged directly with political bias. Since its opening
the National Museum has been accused of political correctness and
historical inaccuracy. The debate in the “culture wars” of Australia
at large has centred on the question of the degree to which white
culture made concerted efforts to destroy indigenous culture–a
debate that used the National Museum as its battleground and found
its most pertinent and pained metaphor in the fact that the architects
had quoted Daniel Libeskind’s Berlin Museum to house the museum’s indigenous content. That the Garden of Australian Dreams was
based on a map of contested terrain has not helped.
In efforts to establish its illegitimacy, the government has commissioned two reviews of the National Museum–one for each year of its
short life. In respect of the question of political and historical bias,
both have been inconclusive, but the most recent review recommended changes to the landscape design, terrain it had no mandate
to move into. Despite having no qualifications in design, the review
panel–consisting of a sociologist, a palaeontologist, a corporate
director, and a curator–concluded that the existing garden was too
abstract for the public, too uncomfortable, and in any case not “a
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real garden.” They proposed that it be replaced with trees, grass,
rocks, sundials, painted copies of traditional Aboriginal rock art,
and educational exhibits related to Australia’s natural history. They
say a team of scientists should be engaged as the design consultants
of the new garden. As the president of the Australian Institute of
Landscape Architects, Noel Corkery said in a press release urging
the Museum Council to reject the review, it would be funny if it
were not so alarming.

1

Indeed it is alarming that a designer’s moral rights can be so blatantly
disregarded and that landscape architecture is not thought equivalent
in stature to the disciplines represented by this project’s politically
appointed reviewers. It is also alarming, though perhaps not surprising, that the image of a “real garden” remains so firmly entrenched in
the nineteenth century.

3

2

4

5

All this is not to say that we would not welcome a qualified review
of the Garden of Australian Dreams; in fact, as Julian Raxworthy
points out in his essay in this volume, we crave serious discussion.
However, surely a proper review would consult the original authors
and look to the museum’s exit polling, which add up in the garden’s
favor. A serious review would recognize that the design satisfies its
brief for a low-maintenance, multipurpose event space, but that, due
to diversion of funds committed to its construction, the original
design remains incomplete.
Regardless of reviews, what is finally of some importance for the
landscape architectural canon is that the source and subject of this
design is the cultural construction of landscape, not the landscape
itself.
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I am grateful for Sister Veronica Brady’s brief yet resonant account of psychological and
theological tensions between white and black Australia. See Veronica Brady, If These Bones
Could Live (Sydney: Federation Press,1996).
The High Court of Australia’s 1992 decision in Mabo v. Queensland [No 2] recognized a
limited right of community native title over land where its indigenous inhabitants could
prove a continuous traditional connection with the land and where no inconsistent grants
of interest in the relevant land had been made. As well as the obvious effect on property
law concepts in Australia, Mabo was significant because it repudiated the historical belief
that Australia was settled terra nullius. Where land was deemed terra nullius (“no one’s land”)
or without civilized inhabitants, it could be occupied and held in the sovereign power of
the settlers. In 1996 the Wik people of northern Cape York gained legal recognition that
their native title could coexist with pastoral lease interests in the area. This decision and its
misinterpretation by politicians, media, and vested interests caused a hysteric government
reaction. Amendments were passed to native title legislation to severely curtail legitimate
Aboriginal interests in land. The issue of land rights remains as one of the major impediments to reconciliation between Australia’s indigenous peoples and its European settlers.
The original indigenous landscape of Canberra is primarily used as a backdrop to the artificial lake and its eclectic edge planting scheme. Christopher Vernon (University of Western
Australia) and James Weirick (University of New South Wales) are both Griffin scholars
who have explained aspects of Canberra which we found useful at the sketch design stages
of this project.
It should be noted that the main figure of the master plan was gesturally established by the
architects in a stage one submission and emerged from their recent research. The landscape
architects (Room 4.1.3) then entered the scheme, interpreted it, and extended its abstract
ideas. I do not claim to speak authoritatively for the architects. Readers could begin to
pursue this in Howard Raggatt, “Howard Raggatt,” in Fin de Siecle? and the Twenty-First Century: Architectures of Melbourne (Melbourne: RMIT Publications, 1992), pp 113–173.
Toying with the metaphor of landscape as fabric and building as knot began at Federation
Square when ARM invited Room 4.1.3 to contribute to their finalist scheme in 1998. See
image on p. 208, where the strands of an implied ground plane fabric become, literally,
writing, and thus landscape and architectural design become forms of calligraphy and hieroglyph written into the text of the city.
The National Museum of Australia had been designed some years back by other consultants
in a vernacular style and sited in a bush setting on another part of Lake Burley Griffin. Not
only has the design been started and stopped several times, but so too the actual collection
has been in storage for at least twenty years while different governments prevaricated and
procrastinated.
Uluru is a site to which most Australians believe they must travel. The mystique of this
geological anomaly is well documented in Barry Hill, The Rock: Travelling to Uluru (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1994).
Upon Federation in 1901, artistic attention was drawn toward the bush as the seat of
Australia’s uniqueness. Throughout the course of the latter half of the twentieth century,
as the bush has been poetically exhausted and literally cleared, the “real” Australia has
been relocated to the country’s vast interior deserts. R. Haynes, “Seeking the Centre,”
comprehensively documents this; see his Australian Desert in Literature, Art and Film (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1998).
Amy Thorpe, “Version to Version: ARM’s Architecture Revisited,” KERB: Journal of Landscape
Architecture (1998), p. 23.
Robert Hughes, The Fatal Shore: A History of the Transportation of Convicts to Australia 17871868 (London: Collins & Harvill, 1987), p. 575.
See Denis Cosgrove, ed., Mappings (London: Reaktion Books, 1999), p. 2.
The expression “singing the country” refers to Aboriginal techniques of aurally invoking the
meaning of the landscape and the location of its significant features. These “songlines” are
thought to interconnect like a series of maps across the whole of Australia.
I am grateful to Kevin Williams for this anecdotal information.
The figure was sculpted by Karl Valerius.
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